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Abstract

 Driving simulators have to be student-oriented. We 
created the Virtual Driving Instructor (VDI), an intelli-
gent tutoring multiagent system, which provides student-
adaptivity. The VDI enhances the interaction between the 
driving simulator and the student. It uses regressive in-
struction and feedback, which are adapted to the student, 
presentation context and task, to help the student im-
proving his driving skills. Collaborative agents realize 
this. Each agent deals with a sub domain of driving 
education. 

. Introduction 

 can be used to adapt the learning 

ansfer expert knowledge of 
driving a car  to a student. The VDI is successful if the 
following conditions are met: oth.  
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 Driving simulators, such as the Dutch Driving Simu-
lator developed by Green Dino Virtual Realities, offer 
useful opportunities for training to control and drive a car 
in traffic situations. With simulators objective measure-
ments can be carried out on the student’s driving behav-
ior. The obtained values
environment to the student. 
 To become a proficient driver, a person needs to ac-
quire various skills, varying from simple to complex lev-
els. This acquisition needs to be guided by a driving in-
structor. An intelligent tutoring system becomes an inno-
vative technique to create a student-adaptive learning 
environment by using the individual measurements. The 
system evaluates the user’s driving behavior in relation to 
the current situation and responds by providing feedback 
and adapting the simulated environment to the user’s 
needs. For this, the system needs to understand the inter-
action between the user’s and the environment’s knowl-
edge and respond to each individual user. In this paper, 
we present the Virtual Driving Instructor (VDI), an intel-
ligent tutoring system that adapts the evaluation and feed-
back about the driving behavior to the current user of the 
driving simulator. 

 The goal of the VDI is to tr

Driving Skills. The performance on all driving skills is 
sufficient. That means the student drives safe, smooth, 
and economical. 

Procedural Skills. The performance on all procedural 
skills is sufficient. That means no steps in any driving 
task procedure are skipped or swapped. 

Traffic Insight. The performance on traffic insight is 
sufficient. The student performs the right driving task 
at the right time. 

 In this paper we will discuss the interaction between 
the VDI and the student and focus on instruction and 
feedback to the student. 

2. Interaction in the simulator 

 Driving involves an extensive interaction between the 
driver and the driving environment. As Norman [5] 
stated, part of the knowledge is in the world, and part of 
the knowledge is in the head. To responds appropriate to 
events, the driver has to perceive and understand what is 
happening in the world and apply his own driving skills 
and knowledge for that. An instructor has to look at the 
interaction of and gap between the two knowledge do-
mains, for improving the student’s knowledge and skills. 
Figure 1 shows the interaction between the driving simu-
lator system and the student by data flows. The figure 
shows two important interaction elements of the system, 
the ‘simulated world’ and the VDI. The first concerns 
presenting visual and auditive information, such that the 
student perceives the world in which he is driving. The 
second responds to the student’s driving behavior. 
 The student perceives what is happening in the simu-
lated world (1). Subsequently, he responds to the per-
ceived situation according to his own goals (2). This re-
sponse may be instinctive or rationalized, and wrong or 
good. The VDI recognizes the student’s driving behavior 
and relates it to the current situation (5) and previous 
behaviors. The VDI than may choose for action. If action 
is required, the system may either adapt the simulated 
world according to the student’s needs (3), give educa-
tional feedback to the student (4), or do b



Figure 1. Interactions between driving simu-
lator and the user 

Weevers et al. [8] discussed the issues involved with
the VDI’s architecture and the techniques used to create 
an understanding of the current situations and performed
driving tasks. In this paper, we will discuss how the VDI
establishes student-adaptive interaction to improve the
education of the learning environment.

3. Regressive instruction 

Learning how to drive can only be achieved in prac-
tice. We think this is especially true for the last phase of
the driver’s development from a novice to an advanced
level. A novice driver comes across many stages of ac-
quiring different skills, in order to become a skilled
driver. Each stage involves different driving tasks. A
simulated environment offers opportunities to focus spe-
cifically on certain tasks. Michon [4] discerned three lev-
els of driving tasks:

Strategic level: This is the highest (abstract) level at 
which one may think of route planning and higher
goals determination.

Tactical level: At this level the driver selects and
achieves short-term objectives. One may think of over-
taking, merging and crossing an intersection. This
level deals with driving maneuvers that can be de-
composed in more basic skills

Operational level: This level holds the most elemen-
tary operations, the basic car control operations like
using the clutch, steering and accelerating. 

In addition, there are different phases in which in-
structions about a certain task may be provided:

1. Motivating phase. The instructor may give the student
a preliminary instructions about the approaching task

2. Mentoring phase: The instructor guides the student,
while he performs the task

3. Evaluating phase: The instructor gives feedback after
the student carried out the task.

Depending on the current student’s driving skills and
knowledge, these levels have to be embedded into the
current state of the learning environment. A novice driver

will start with operational tasks, while a proficient driver
is applying tactical and strategic tasks. The levels will be
reflected on the simulated world: Operational skills can-
not be practiced at crowded intersections and tactical
tasks, such as overtaking, require situation opportunities 
to actually practice that.

The feedback and instructions of the VDI to the stu-
dent have to adapt to the three levels and the current stu-
dent’s level. We introduce regressive instruction: The
VDI reduces the frequency of feedback and instruction
with increasing skill levels of the student. As the student
improves his driving skills the tasks become bigger and
more comprehensive; the focus shifts from tasks at opera-
tional level, to tactical and strategic level. Therefore, the
number of tasks will decrease. Furthermore, the improv-
ing student requires less guidance. The novice driver
needs continuous instructions, while he is performing
driving tasks. Feedback and instructions in all phases are
important. However, as the student develops his skills he
needs less task preparation from the motivating phase,
less guidance from the mentoring phase, and less evalua-
tion from the correcting phase. 

The acquisition and training potential of skills in an
Intelligent Tutoring System relies heavily on the ability to
provide the students with extensive practice on various
training exercises in conjunction with adequate instruc-
tion (Dong Mei Zhang [1]). Regressive instruction is ap-
plied to all (non-predetermined) situations. Since the
simulation is partly unpredictable, which results in vari-
ous situations, the driving exercises combined with the
instruction result in good training capabilities of the VDI. 

4. A student-adaptive system 

Each novice driver has his own specific learning proc-
ess. Amongst others, this depends on the student’s per-
sonality, skills and intelligence. A driving instructor
adapts the learning environment to the individual student.
He may adjust the driving curriculum and feedback to suit 
the individual needs. Since the driving simulator provides
a learning environment in which the student is the focus
of attention, the system has to be able to adapt to each 
individual student. We developed a multiagent system to
realize the adaptivity. 

The VDI needs to possess and apply different types of
awareness. According to Smiley and Michon [5], aware-
ness is the domain-specific understanding to achieve
goals for this domain. Within the domain of driving and 
instruction different sub domains with different goals
exist. Each of these sub domains includes its own specific 
tasks. The VDI needs to recognize the driving behavior of 
the student and relate it to the observed current situation.
Then, the VDI evaluates the performed driving tasks and



decides whether feedback to the student about the per-
formances is needed. In addition, all decisions have to be 
made within a framework of task focus. The VDI should 
guide the student to accomplish a complete driving cur-
riculum step-by-step. We created agents that each deal 

ith an awareness type.

.1. The Situational Agent 

ee Weevers et al. [8] for a more elaborate discus-
o

VDI, and therefore the student, should pay 

 an intersection) aspect, which 
ow promising results. 

.2. The Presentation Agent 

, formulates and pre-
s.

vides a good overview of each individual. Incorporating 

t, which will stimulate future developments and 
search.

. Feedback to the student 

ortant results, 

stead of stating that the student did 

int out the aspects to which attention should be 

 confuse him to stay aware 
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 The VDI needs to conduct analysis on the driving 
tasks and occurring traffic situations. The Situational 
Agent implements situation awareness, which recognizes 
and evaluates the student’s driving behavior. It can only 
accomplish when it knows the possible occurring driving 
tasks and situation elements. The agent uses an adapted 
version of the extensive McKnight’ and Adams’ task 
analysis [3] on car driving. The integration of this listing 
with the various situational elements gives the VDI the 
understanding for contextual relations in the current situa-
tions (s
si n).  
 Additionally, the Situational Agent keeps track of each 
student’s performances on each (sub)task. By maintaining 
records on the current student level and progress for spe-
cific tasks, the agent can point out specifically to which 
aspect the 
attention.  
 Situations consist of different type of elements. Cur-
rently, the agent deals with one continuous (speed con-
trol), one dynamic (car following) and one static (ap-
proaching and crossing
sh
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 Presentation awareness concerns presenting natural 
feedback to the student. This involves formulating and 
timing utterances in a natural and educational style. We 
implemented this awareness type into the VDI by creating 
he Presentation Agent. It schedulest

sents the feedback and instruction

4.3. The Curriculum Agent 

 Curriculum awareness relates to achieving goals for 
the driving curriculum, such as offering the student the 
exercises that suits his current driving skills. We made a 
first step by embedding the structure of the recently intro-
duced new Dutch driving program the RIS (Driving Edu-
cation in Steps) into the agent. Although dynamic curricu-
lum regulation is still a next step, storing each student’s 
performance in relation to specific driving aspects pro-

the RIS makes the Driving Simulator also attractive for 
the marke
re
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 Instructions and feedback to the student are one of the 
pillars of driving education. As we discussed, the feed-
back concerns different driving tasks at different skill 
levels and in three phases. For understanding the interac-
tion between the driving instructor and the student, we 
carried out a two days empirical research on the practical 
experience of professional driving instructors at the Dutch 
national police school. This research provided insights 
into educational aspects, such as feedback timing and the 
formulation of utterances. The most imp
which are also used by the VDI, were that: 

 (1) The feedback usually is positively expressed. For 
example, the VDI should express that something will go 
better next time in
something wrong;  

(2) The student is being prepared for approaching com-
plex situations by instructions. For example, when the 
student approaches an intersection, the VDI will tell this 
and po
paid;  

(3) The instructor mainly focuses on the aspects the exer-
cise is meant for. For example, in case the student is prac-
ticing overtaking behavior for the first time, the VDI 
should not start to complain about gear shifting mistakes. 
The student pays attention to just the overtaking process. 

herefore, feedback should notT
of other less important things. 

5.1. Auditive instructions and feedback 

 As opposed to real driving lessons, the driving simula-
tor may use different media, such as visual display and 
audio generation, for presenting the instructions and 
feedback. Wickens developed the multiple resource the-
ory [9], which states that each type of data perception 
relates to its own resource with its own capacity. There-
fore, different tasks, which utilize different resources, can 
be well executed concurrentl
re ealed that auditory tasks may attract the full attention 
at the cost of the visual tasks.
 An important aspect of driving instruction is that the 
student needs to perceive the feedback as soon as it is 
provided. This may not be accomplished by visual pres-
entation, since humans only perceive visual data by look-
ing at it. Since the student should be focused on the traffic 
situations, he should not have to shift his attention to an-



other display. We think
that feedback display in
the windshield of the
simulator also will be too
distractive. To guarantee
the feedback perception
we chose for auditive
feedback. To avoid dis-

action by memory con-
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and improving

ocess. To over-

. The Presentation Agent uses this task informa-
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Figure 2. Resume of driving tasks and overview of instruction levels

sh
possible.

5.2. Context and task 
related feedback 

Holding [2] stated that 
providing the driver with
feedback about the quality
of his performance is use-
ful for motivating and
correcting,
his performance on tasks.
Consequently, the VDI 
has to provide clear direct
feedback on specific driving tasks.

The previous feedback system of the driving simulator
provided the same feedback utterance within a predefined 
time period all over again (For example, “You are driving
too fast” every five seconds with the same intonation).
Experiences show that students perceived this as irritating
and certainly not benefiting the learning pr

tion to decide on feedback in the current presentation
context.

All timing parameters were determined empiric
U
instructors indicated desirable moments of feedback

6. Global performance and application

The VDI has the capability to adapt its comments to
the performance of the student. The beginner will be
treated different from the more advanced user. The stu-
dent’s progress is tracked per driving task. In case the
performance of the student drops after a while, the com-
ments may revert to an earlier stage. Fo

come this problem, the VDI needs to consider timing and 
utterance issues for feedback and instructions. 

The collaborative processes of the Situation Agent and
the Presentation Agent showed good solutions. The Situa-
tion Agent decides which tasks require most attention and
therefore possible feedback. Furthermore, it keeps track 
of the feedback provided on specific tasks. The Presenta-
tion Agent considers the presentation context. It makes
decisions independent from the instruction’s and feed-
back’s contents. It changes the utterances and intonation
of task-related comments depending on related feedback 
within a given time period.. In addition, the Presentation
Agent looks at the priority of the feedback. The student
needs to perceive important comments, such as possible
life threatening situations, immediately. However, the
VDI may refrain from presenting less important feedback.
Continuous feedback is irritating and causes mental over-
load. Priority scheduling solves this issue. McKnight and
Adams [3] assigned priorities to the tasks in different
situations

task, the student goes through three phases. Each of these
ases is handled differently by the VDI:

Conscious. The student’s attention is mainly focused
on the driving skills. The VDI takes the student by the
hand and names each step in the proced
called introducing and mentoring. The performance of
the driving skills is evaluated by the VDI. 

Semi-conscious. The student has a reasonable control
of the driving skills and procedure, but may have fall-
backs. The VDI does n
cedure any more, but still makes corrections if the stu-
dent makes a mistake.



Autonomous. The student does not make mistakes in 
the procedure and has acquired the driving skills. At 
that point traffic insight becomes more important. 
Does the student apply the driving task at the appro-

ession in instruction level. All the results are col-

e a perfect driving task 
thout the help of an instructor. 

howed the strength of virtual instruc-
on and the working of the VDI. 

relation of the feedback 
e context of presentation. To 
 actual tasks, the VDI provides 

e comments brief and auditively.  

8. Future directions 

ce the decision-making processes of the agents 
o

s,

. Timing values depending on a student’s person-
lity and skill level have to be determined more accu-

ond and Ronald Docter of the 
utch national police driving school, LSOP, for their 

e research. 

-

[3]

1970.

[4]
hat should we do?. In Evans, L., and 

[5] n in the head and in the world: an 

[6] ork for ge-

[7] ental 
,

[8]

 MultiAgent System, In Proceedings 
,

[9] re of attentional resources, In: 
Nickerson R. (ed.) Attention and performance VIII, Hills-
dale, USA, Erlbaum, 1980.

priate time? The VDI does not even command the 
driving task any more, to see if the student performs it 
on his own. 

 Green Dino, developer of VDI, has implemented the 
instructor in the Dutch Driving Simulator. At driving 
schools we tested the VDI on 17 years old students with 
no driving experiences. The students started with a mod-
ule on vehicle procedures. In 5 lessons they learnt how to 
handle throttle, breaks, clutch, steering wheel, and so on. 
In the second module they learnt how to handle crossings 
procedures and give right. Each lesson took 30 minutes 
including an introduction and an evaluation. The 
introduction describes the drive tasks and procedures. The 
evaluation showed the performance on the task and the 
progr
lected in an administration system and can be used for 
further analysis of the performance of students and sys-
tem. 

 Students followed the 10 driving lessons at one day. At 
the end of the day the VDI gave ‘green light’ for driving 
n a real car. The VDI showed to bi

and procedure trainer wi
These first results s
ti

7. Conclusions 

 We have presented the Virtual Driving Instructor that 
realizes student-adaptivity in a driving simulator. The 
VDI implements several sub domains of driving instruc-

oti n by the Situational, Presentation and Curriculum 
Agent. Since each agent takes some specific student 
related information into account, the collaborating 
processes emerge adaptation to each individual. 
 The VDI observes the interaction between conducted 
driving tasks by the student and the simulated situations. 
To bridge the gap between the student’s and the envi-
ronment’s knowledge, it provides instructions and feed-
back to improve the student’s driving skills. This follows 
the strategy of regressive instruction: the frequency of 
feedback and instructions reduce with improving skills. 

he presentation depends on the T
to the actual task and th
avoid distraction from the
th

 One of the next steps in the VDI’s development is 
functionality for user modeling. A good user model will 
influen
p sitively and enhance the student-adaptiveness of the 
VDI.
 Currently, the input by the user is active and is realized 
by mechanic controls, such as steer, gas and throttle. 
There are many passive opportunities for additional input. 
We think of observing the user by measuring device
such as eye trackers. They will provide important eye 
gaze behavior, which is essential for driving behaviors. 
 Future research includes feedback and instruction tim-
ing issues. The current parameters were determined em-
pirically
a
rately.
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